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To
The Group General Manager (HR)
Head HRD
ONGC-Negi Bhavan,
Dehradun.
Uttaranchal.

This is reference to the quarries in relation to recognition status of high school
examination from central board of higher education, New Delhi

We have met your authority in your esteemed office in Dehradun and have discussed
their issue at length along with Mr. Alokh Mishra our GM (R&P), and in support of
recognition of the said board we have submitted the documents of various states
education body accepting the high school certificate as recognized for further higher
education.

We have two candidates whose future carrier growth is still pending as regional
(MR, R&P) is waiting for confirmation of status of their qualification. We remain
concerned as the delay is already over a year, the individuals are deprived on both
ends like:

1) They are not in a position to function and deliver from an higher capacity
2) Loosing on all financial benefits

We are detailing the present situation of both the individuals in want of clearance of
recognition of their said qualification.

1) Mr. S S.. Petkar, designated as Topman, CPF NO 71710 Joining not
accepted at EO Level ,accordingly Pay Fixation is still pending.

2) Mr, P.S. Joshi, designated as Sr. RIA Upgraded (El) but pay fixation still
pending.



we request your esteemed authority to take a positive view with the documents
provided by us, more over when State education boards recognizes the same, it will
be to harsh to take a view that will deprive the individual from their future career
growth. When both the individuals have served the organization for more than 20 yrs.

Cc.
1) GGM (HRlER) HRO, ONGC, Mumbai, NSE Plaza, Mumbai

dji'. 2) GM (R&P), ONGC, Tel Bhavan, Dehradun, Uttaranchal
~ Dy.G.M. (R&P)-HR, ONGC, NSE Plaza, Mumbai

139' 4) CM (HR)-IR, ONGC, NSE Plaza, Mumbai


